Instructions: Include this page with the AKC Trick Dog Title Application.

A TOTAL OF 10 **TRICKS** from the Advanced or Performer levels ARE REQUIRED TO EARN THE TRICK DOG ELITE PERFORMER TITLE. (Must have all 4 previous titles on record).

- The dog/handler must perform 10 Tricks that include at least 5 tricks from Performer.
- At least 5 tricks must have props.
- No agility or obedience equipment may be used. May include handler-designed props including jumps, etc. No lures in Elite Performer.

List tricks here:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Tricks with props below (at least 5 tricks w/ props)

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

- A STORY/SCRIPT IS REQUIRED for the ELITE PERFORMER for providing entertainment at shows, events, in therapy settings, and for dog training classes.

- WRITE YOUR SCRIPT/Story on the back of this page or attach a page. For help with stories, see: https://www.akc.org/sports/trick-dog/resources/

- For your video, you can tell the story yourself or have a narrator read the story to give you cues about the next trick. Send the video link to AKC.

- Routine must be performed for an audience of at least 5 people (shown in video).

- THE VIDEO MUST BE SHOT IN ONE CONTINUOUS TAKE.

Elite Performer is judged by AKC. Send a video link (please type) to AKC with your application and checklist.

All other levels (including Performer) are judged by AKC CGC Evaluators.

Dog owner name________________________________ Dog Name________________________________

Evaluator Signature__ (N/A - send to AKC)________ Date________________________________________